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I) The Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana: a bird's eye view

The Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana
(named after Ambrose, the patron saint of Milan)
was solemnly inaugurated on December 8th,
1609 by Cardinal Federico Borromeo,
Archbishop of Milan from 1595-1631.

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblioteca_Ambrosiana#/media/File:Biblioteca_Ambrosiana_2010.jpg

I) The Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana: a bird's eye view
The Reading Room …

… my office ;-)

II) The Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana and its digital infrastructure

Digital collections management

(re)use of data (and
time, and money)

• 2.746 digitized manuscripts completely recovered
from past digitization projects;

• 1.834.059 .tif images (@300/600 optical dpi, 24 bit)
• ~ 30 Terabytes;
• XML-MAG/NISO metadata
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II) The Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana and its digital infrastructure
Digital collections management

Project scalability for the future

Harmonization
Sustainability of the present

II-§) Designing a new digital library devoted to manuscripts
The history of libraries began with the first efforts to organize collections of documents. Topics of
interest include accessibility of the collection, acquisition of materials, arrangement and finding tools
[…]. (see: Wikipedia, History of libraries)

See: C. Pasini, Antichi cataloghi
manoscritti dei codici della Biblioteca
Ambrosiana, in «Aevum. Rassegna di
scienze storiche, linguistiche e
filologiche» (Settembre 1995), 69, 3,
pp. 665-695

1st half of the 20th century

[together with other handwritten catalogs for
Latin, Greek, oriental and vernacular
manuscripts, from the early 17th century to the
2nd half of the 20th century]

II-§) Designing a new digital library devoted to manuscripts

Step 1
Step 2
O.P.A.C.
(public
available)

Web-based cataloguing tool
(internal use)

II-§) Designing a new digital library devoted to manuscripts
Ms. Ambf.F 205 inf., fragm. 42 pict.

Step 3

© Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana

Digital object
connected to the
O.P.A.C.

II-§) Designing a new digital library devoted to manuscripts
Ancient catalogs

IIIF/Mirador
viewer free &
public access

Web-based
cataloguing tool

Catalog records
with manuscript
description

Digitized
manuscript

O.P.A.C.

II-§§) Facing the preservation risks
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II-§§) Facing the preservation risks
Using some type of flatbed scanners…

You must apply a continuous pressure on the spine of the book and on the cover of the book
to ensure that the book itself is stuck to the scanner glass = potential book damage!

II-§§) Facing the preservation risks
Using some type of manual overhead scanner…
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II-§§) Facing the preservation risks

At our ‘Digitization Lab’ (overhead scanner Zeutschel OS 14000 A1
with a special, adjustable bookcradle)

II-§§§) Some good practices in digitization
At our ‘Digitization Lab’:

At our ‘Photographic Lab’:

A new lighting system for the rooms by installing ‘UV
free’ LED lamps with cold light (5000 K°)

A new lighting kit with ‘UV free’ adjustable LED lamps
(also adjustable in the brightness intensity)

Working with the files:
File format .tif (.tiff) 6.0 lossless as file master: file format created by Aldus Corporation - then Abobe (the latest
specifications 6.0.1 were published in1995: (https://www.adobe.io/content/dam/udp/en/open/standards/tiff/TIFF6.pdf
Maximum of embedded information for the best possible image quality (with very large files, also according with the
phisical dimensions of the original item).
File format JPEG 2000 (.JP2): is an image compression standard (ISO/IEC 15444-1) and coding system created
by the Joint Photographic Experts Group committee in 2000 with a newly designed, wavelet-based method. Our
D.L.M.S. automatically generates JP2 files downscaling high resolution (300/600 optical dpi) .tif files at 96 dpi (and
2000 pixel on the biggest side) for the images that will be published on the web through IIIF and the web viewer
Mirador. Good also for disaster recovery and cloud storage.
Data curation:
For a better cloud storage management; checking/validating the integrity of the files by the point of view of
the file formats and the color profiles.

III) A shared project

Based on an agreement reached in the 1960 between His Eminence Giovanni Cardinal Battista
Montini, the cardinal-archbishop of Milan (later Pope Paul VI), and the Reverend Theodore M.
Hesburgh, then president of the University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame’s Medieval Institute holds
microfilms and photographic copies (named Ambrosiana Collection) of nearly all of the Latin and
vernacular materials and many of those in Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic housed in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana
in Milan.
Today, the Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana and the University of Notre Dame are continuing the
collaboration process on that project started in the ‘60, pursuing to reach new goals in the development of
this new digitization & digital library project.

III) A shared project

See: L’Osservatore Romano della Domenica, 23 (June 7th, 1970), p. 14

III) A shared project

III) A shared project
The Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana established a cultural, scientific and technical collaboration with
the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan, devoted to design and manage an ad hoc and
shared Digital Library Management System (D.L.M.S.):
the D.L.M.S. is IIIF compliant and integrates the Mirador image viewing platform;
the D.L.M.S. is powered by the Cantaloupe Image Server for a full support of the latest IIIF Image
& Presentation APIs 2.1 and a better user experience.
Our project has been awarded of the 2018 European Year of the Cultural
Heritage logo by the Italian Ministery of the Cultural Heritage:
http://annoeuropeo2018.beniculturali.it/en/eventi/veneranda-bibliotecaambrosiana-digitale-virtual-broader-access/

IV) A new approach: IIIF - International Image Interoperability
Framework
The International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF) is a set of shared Application
Programming Interface (API) specifications for interoperable functionality in digital image
repositories.
The IIIF is […] driven by a community of libraries, museums, archives, software companies,
and other organizations working together to create, test, refine, implement and promote the
IIIF specifications.
In short, IIIF enables better, faster and cheaper image delivery. It […] gives users a rich set
of baseline functionality for viewing, zooming, and assembling the best mix of resources and
tools to view, compare, manipulate and work with images on the Web, an experience made
portable–shareable, citable, and embeddable (see: http://iiif.io/community/faq/).
Mirador is an open-source, web based, multi-window image viewing platform with the ability
to zoom, display, compare and annotate images from around the world (see:
http://projectmirador.org/).

IV) A new approach: IIIF - International Image Interoperability
Framework
From the concept of the capsa librarum, or of the bibliotheca - as the etymology of the word itself
suggests - to the open and freely accessible library in the digital dimension.

Ms. Vat. Lat 3867, f. 14r, detail: Publio Virgilio Marone depicted with a capsa librarum on his right.
See: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:RomanVirgilFolio014rVergilPortrait.jpg?uselang=it
(Public domain image)
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IV) A new approach: IIIF - International Image Interoperability
Framework
Schematic representation of a series of "closed" repositories containing digital resources: this causes an
inevitable lack of interoperability between the resources contained therein and forces users to make their
way through a digital world full of duplicated contents and interfaces, as described by Borges in the Library
of Babel.

See: Tom Cramer, IIIF
Internationl Interoperability
Image Framework, Istituto
Centrale per il Catalogo e la
Documentazione, Rome –
September 2018, p. 19:
http://iccd.beniculturali.it/get
File.php?id=6399 (Public
domain poresentation)

IV) A new approach: IIIF - International Image Interoperability
Framework – Core APIs
«The work of implementing the IIIF APIs can be broken down into the core APIs (Image and
Presentation) and additional APIs (Authentication and Content Search). The recommendation is to
implement the core APIs first, and then the others can be added later depending on your needs. Note that
it is possible to iteratively improve your image and presentation implementations over time. You can get
started with the Image and Presentation APIs at a simpler level and then return to add more features».
See: https://iiif.io/technical-details/#core-apis

IV-§) The Image API

«[…] The IIIF Image API specifies a web service that returns an image in response to a standard
HTTP or HTTPS request. The URI can specify the region, size, rotation, quality characteristics and format
of the requested image. A URI can also be constructed to request basic technical information about the
image to support client applications. This API was conceived of to facilitate systematic reuse of image
resources in digital image repositories maintained by cultural heritage organizations. It could be adopted by
any image repository or service, and can be used to retrieve static images in response to a properly
constructed URI».
See: https://iiif.io/api/image/2.1/#1-introduction

IV-§§) The Presentation API
«[…] This document describes how the structure and layout of a complex image-based object can
be made available in a standard manner. […]
An object may comprise a series of pages, surfaces or other views; […] The primary requirements
for the Presentation API are to provide an order for these views, the resources needed to display a
representation of the view, and the descriptive information needed to allow the user to understand
what is being seen.
The principles of Linked Data and the Architecture of the Web are adopted in order to provide a distributed
and interoperable system. The Shared Canvas data model and JSON-LD are leveraged to create an
easy-to-implement, JSON-based format».
See: https://iiif.io/api/presentation/2.1/#introduction

IV-§§) The Presentation API
«[…] An object may
comprise a series of
pages, surfaces or
other views; […] The
primary requirements
for the Presentation
API are to provide an
order for these views,
the resources needed
to display a
representation of the
view, and the
descriptive
information needed to
allow the user to
understand what is
being seen». See:
https://iiif.io/api/present
ation/2.1/#introduction

Manifest: The overall description of the structure and properties of the digital
representation of an object. It carries information needed for the viewer to present the
digitized content to the user, such as a title and other descriptive information about the
object or the intellectual work that it conveys. Each manifest describes how to present a
single object such as a book, a photograph, or a statue. See:
https://iiif.io/api/presentation/2.1/#overview-manifest

Sequence: The order of the views of the object. Multiple sequences are allowed to cover
situations when there are multiple equally valid orders through the content, such as when a
manuscript’s pages are rebound or archival collections are reordered. See:
https://iiif.io/api/presentation/2.1/#overview-sequence

Canvas: A virtual container that represents a page or view and has content resources
associated with it or with parts of it. The canvas provides a frame of reference for the layout
of the content. The concept of a canvas is borrowed from standards like PDF and HTML, or
applications like Photoshop and Powerpoint, where the display starts from a blank canvas
and images, text and other resources are “painted” on to it. See:
https://iiif.io/api/presentation/2.1/#overview-canvas

Content: Content resources such as images or texts that are associated with a canvas..
See: https://iiif.io/api/presentation/2.1/#overview-content
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[…] Image resources, and only image resources, are included in the
images property of the canvas. These are linked to the canvas via
annotations, as described in Image Resources. Other content, such as
transcriptions, video, audio or commentary, is provided via external
annotation lists referenced in the otherContent property, as described
in Annotation Lists. The value of both of these properties must be a
list, even if there is only one entry. Both are optional, as there may be
no additional information associated with the canvas. Note that the
items in the otherContent list may be either objects with an @id
property or strings. In the case of a string, this is the URI of the
annotation list and the type of “sc:AnnotationList” can be inferred.
See: https://iiif.io/api/presentation/2.1/#canvas

IV-§§) The Presentation API
[…] Image resources, and only image resources, are included in the images property of the canvas.
These are linked to the canvas via annotations, as described in Image Resources. Other content,
such as transcriptions, video, audio or commentary, is provided via external annotation lists
referenced in the otherContent property, as described in Annotation Lists. The value of both of
these properties must be a list, even if there is only one entry. Both are optional, as there may be no
additional information associated with the canvas. Note that the items in the otherContent list may
be either objects with an @id property or strings. In the case of a string, this is the URI of the
annotation list and the type of “sc:AnnotationList” can be inferred.
See: https://iiif.io/api/presentation/2.1/#canvas

As an example, let’s take a look at:
the digitized manuscript Ambr. D 23 sup., ff. 13r-v on Mirador;
its .json Manifest.

IV-§§) The Presentation API
The digitized manuscript Ambr. D 23 sup., ff. 13r-v on Mirador:

Ambr. D 23 sup., f. 13v
Ambr. D 23 sup., f. 13r
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IV-§§) The Presentation API
[…] Image resources, and only image resources, are
included in the images property of the canvas. These are
linked to the canvas via annotations, as described in
Image Resources. Other content, such as transcriptions,
video, audio or commentary, is provided via external
annotation lists referenced in the otherContent
property, as described in Annotation Lists. The value of
both of these properties must be a list, even if there is
only one entry. Both are optional, as there may be no
additional information associated with the canvas. Note
that the items in the otherContent list may be either
objects with an @id property or strings. In the case of a
string, this is the URI of the annotation list and the type
of “sc:AnnotationList” can be inferred.

IV-§§) The Presentation API

Ambr. D 23 sup., f. 13v

IV-§§§) IIIF Canvas and the .json Manifest
«[…] IIIF objects are more than just images, but rather a collection of data described by manifests,
“resources that represent a single object and any intellectual work or works embodied within that object. In
particular it includes the descriptive, rights, and linking information for the object. It then embeds the
sequence(s) of canvases that should be rendered to the user” (IIIF Presentation API 2.0). In other words,
IIIF manifests describe an object’s metadata, how to access the image(s) within the object, and the
order in which they should appear. Mirador and other IIIF viewers are designed to parse these
manifests to understand precisely which image should appear and in what format.
Manifests are encoded in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), an open-standard format that uses
human-readable text to transmit data on the web».
See: http://darthcrimson.org/hacking-mirador/

IV-§§§§) IIIF & the image viewer Mirador: playing with images
Everyone of us experienced what Benjamin “Ben” Albritton (recently appointed as Rare Book Curator for Special
Collections at Stanford) describes:
«Those who study medieval texts are often faced with the fact that multiple versions of those texts exist in
manuscripts scattered across collections, libraries, institutions, and sometimes continents. The rapid growth of
availability of digital images of those manuscripts affords scholars and students the opportunity to compare
witnesses more easily than in decades past, when we relied on scratchy microfilm copies or expensive inperson visits to the physical manuscripts. As valuable as online images are, we are still struggling with usability:
both what we want to do, and how we want to do it.
[…] A researcher could:
Open up two different web sites in a browser;
Compare published facsimiles – putting printed images side-by-side;
Acquire copies of images from the books and compare them on one’s own computer;
But what if there was another (possibly better) way?».
See: http://web.stanford.edu/group/dmstech/cgi-bin/wordpress/author/blalbrit/

IV-§§§§) IIIF & the image viewer Mirador: playing with images
Yes, definetely!
IIIF & Mirador!
«[…] One of the nicest things about the IIIF approach to shared content is that it lowers the barriers to building
light-weight demonstrations like this for teaching and research purposes. The institutions that host the images
are on the hook for long-term access and preservation, so it’s not necessary to host your own copies of the
images.
[…] There are thousands of manuscripts available now from interoperable repositories that can be used, and –
with more institutions joining IIIF each year – thousands more in the offing. As the tools get easier to use and
configure, it will be fascinating to see what becomes possible for medieval studies».
See: http://web.stanford.edu/group/dmstech/cgi-bin/wordpress/author/blalbrit/

Thank you for your attention!
Fabio Cusimano, PH.D.
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Head of Cataloguing and Digital Asset Management (D.A.M.),
Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana - Piazza Pio XI, 2 - 20123 Milano
Tel. +39/0280692350
--Research Affiliate,
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